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ABSTRACT

ba (Acronomia aculeata) is a palm tree native of the Brazilian savanna and a valuable
Macau
renewable source of vegetable oil for human consumption and biodiesel production. In this
study, the potentiality of the maca
uba endocarp for biochar (BC) production was demonstrated. Moisture, density, elemental and molecular composition, along with TGA, FTIR, and
XRD analyses were performed for the endocarp. Adsorption of uranyl ions, U(VI), from aqueous solutions was studied by batch technique using BC produced by slow pyrolysis of the
endocarp at 350  C (BC350). The effect of contact time on the removal of U(VI) by BC350
was evaluated. Linear and non-linear kinetics models were employed and the best fit for
the experimental data was achieved for pseudo-first order non-linear model. The adsorption
equilibrium was attained after 180 min of contact time and the equilibrium adsorption capacity achieved was of 400 mg g1. Finally, BC350 was characterized by SEM, FTIR, WDXRF,
and XRD techniques.

Introduction

Various activities in the nuclear area (mining,
research, fuel cycle, nuclear medicine) generate aqueous wastes containing radioactive uranium. Recently,
many uranium mining and production plants have
been taken out of operation. Therefore, proper
decommissioning and environmental rehabilitation
are required according to the international radiation
protection guidelines and standards and to national
regulations (NEA/IAEA, 1999).
Treatment of contaminated wastewater and
aqueous radioactive wastes is essential for environmental management and the restoration of the
affected ecosystem’s natural conditions. To do so,
several techniques and operations have been used
over the years, such as precipitation, reverse
osmosis, solvent extraction, ultrafiltration, and
€
adsorption (Sakr et al., 2003; Ozdemir
&
Usanmaz, 2009). Among these techniques,
adsorption stands out for its efficiency and specificity, allowing a simple application with low
investment (IAEA, 2003).
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Agriculture by-products are being studied as a
sustainable solution for wastewater treatment (De
Gisi et al., 2016), providing a wide range of
renewable sources for the production of biochar
(BC), a porous, carbon-rich material. Many studies have shown that BC can be applied for wastewater treatment because it effectively removes
heavy metals from aqueous solutions (Inyang
et al., 2016; Patra et al., 2016).
Biochars can be produced using the pyrolysis
technique, in which the biomass is carbonized at
temperatures below 700  C in the absence of oxygen (Lehmann & Joseph, 2009). The parameters
that have a direct impact on the yield and properties of the BC are the heating rate, residence
time and final pyrolysis temperature (Bridgwater,
2000; Lu et al., 2009), from which the maximum
temperature at which the biomass is submitted to
the pyrolysis furnace, called the highest treatment
temperature (HTT), has the greatest influence
€
(Antal & Grønli, 2003; Lua et al., 2004; Ozçimen
& Ersoy-Meriçboyu, 2008).
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Maca
uba (Acronomia aculeata) is a palm tree
native to the Brazilian savanna and a valuable
renewable source of vegetable oil for human consumption and biodiesel production (Ratter et al.,
2003). After extraction of the nut oil from the
coconuts, the shell, technically referred to as the
endocarp, remains as a residue. This residue can
be used as a raw material for the production of
BC applied for the removal of uranium from
aqueous solutions (Guilhen et al., 2017a).
The process of adsorption is influenced by
some factors such as pH, initial concentration,
adsorbent dose and contact time. Contact time
represents the physical time allowed for the contact of the phases. The time to reach adsorption
equilibrium corresponds to the sufficient contact
time to allow diffusion process and attachment of
the adsorbate molecules onto the adsorbent.
In this study, the physical properties, elemental
analysis, and molecular composition of the maca
uba endocarp were evaluated. The endocarp was
also characterized by thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA). The BC was produced by pyrolysis of
the endocarp at 350  C under argon inert atmosphere (BC350). Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR), and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis were performed for both the endocarp
and the BC samples, in order, to evaluate the
loss of the lignocellulosic structure after pyrolysis. The morphology and inorganic composition
of the BC were also analyzed. The effect of contact time on the removal efficiency of BC350 of
uranyl ions, U(VI), from aqueous solutions was
evaluated using the batch technique. Linear and
non-linear kinetic models were used to predict
the best adsorption kinetics.
Experimental
Materials

Pyrolysis of the maca
uba endocarp was carried
out at the Waste and Metallurgy Recycling
Laboratory (LAREX, Poli/USP-SP). The endocarp
was supplied by Acrotech (Viçosa, Minas Gerais).
Knife mills from Rone (FA300) and Marconi
(MA340) were used for grinding the endocarp
and BC, respectively. A horizontal tubular furnace from Lindberg (Blue M) with central

temperature control was used for the pyrolysis of
the endocarp. For the determination of uranium
in the adsorbate solutions, an inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP OES)
from Spectro (Spectro ARCOS) was used.

Preparation of solutions and standards

All solutions were prepared using ultrapure water
(18.2 MX cm resistivity, TOC 10.0 mg L1) and
analytical grade reagents unless otherwise stated.
Uranium calibration standards were prepared by
dilution of a stock New Brunswick Laboratory’s
certified reference material solution (CRM 129A) containing 1000 mg L1 U(VI) dissolved in
1% HNO3 (Merck).

Endocarp sample preparation

The endocarp was previously ground in a knife
mill using an ASTM 3/8-inch stainless steel sieve
allowing homogenization of the sample and
thereby greater uniformity in carbonization. The
milled material was oven-dried at 100  C for 3 h
and stored in a desiccator.

Pyrolysis of endocarp

An approximate fraction of 30 g of endocarp was
processed each time in an oblong boat-like alumina crucible (13  4 cm) under a continuous
argon flow of 40 mL min1. Before starting the
heating, a 20 min purge with argon was performed. Heating was initiated with a heating rate
of 5  C min1 until reaching the HTT of 350  C,
at which it remained for a residence time of 1 h.
At the end of the pyrolysis, the furnace was
switched off and the sample was slowly cooled to
approximately 100  C under an inert atmosphere,
then removed from the furnace to prevent condensation of vapors and stored in a desiccator
until room temperature was reached. Further
grinding was carried out in a knife mill using
Mesh 10 mesh sieve. The ground material was
packed in polypropylene tubes and identified
as “BC350.”
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Endocarp and BC characterization

The moisture of the endocarp was determined
using a gravimetric technique, according to the
ASTM D1762-84 standard (ASTM, 2007) and the
density of endocarp was determined by pycnometry using a Micromeritics Pycnometer GeoPyc
1360 (MicroMetrics, Ottawa, Canada).
Elemental analysis of the maca
uba endocarp
was performed on LECO elemental analyzers,
TCHEN600, and CS-400 (LECO Corporation,
Saint Joseph, USA). TCHEN600 is an H, O and
N detector and the CS-400 is a C and S detector.
Molecular composition (cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin content) of the maca
uba endocarp
was determined by acid detergent fiber (ADF)
and neutral detergent fiber (NDF) analysis,
according to the procedure described by (Silva &
Queiroz, 2002).
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to
evaluate the behavior of the pyrolytic decomposition of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin of the
endocarp. A 10  C min1 heating rate was
employed and the thermal decomposition was
conducted under a N2 atmosphere with a flow of
50 mL min1, using an alumina-port sample
heated to 1000  C. A TA Simultaneous Thermal
Analyzer, model STD Q600 (TA Instruments,
New Castle, USA) was used.
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
(FTIR) of maca
uba endocarp and BC were performed using a Spectrum One FTIR
Spectrometer PerkinElmer (PerkinElmer Inc.,
Waltham, USA) operating in universal attenuated
total reflectance sensor (UATR). The spectra
were obtained in the range 500–4000 cm1.
X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) of endocarp
and BC were recorded at room temperature using
Cu-Ka radiation (k ¼ 1.5418 Å), 2h between 10
and 80 and scan speed of 1 min1 using a diffractometer Rigaku Multiflex (Rigaku Co,
Tokyo, Japan).
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
BC (coated with platinum) were recorded on a
microscopy FEI Quanta 650 FEG (FEI Company,
Hillsboro, Oregon, USA), at a typical acceleration
voltage of 15.00 kV. Equipped with an EDS spectrometer for chemical analysis and also directional BSE detector for next-level imaging,
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enabling Electron Backscatter Diffraction analyses
(EBSD) (Reimer & Volbert, 1979).
Semi-quantitative analysis of the BC sample
was performed by wavelength dispersive X-ray
fluorescence spectrometry (WDXRF), using a
Zetium PANanalytical WDXRF spectrometer
(Malvern PANanalytical Ltd., Royston, UK).
Sorption experiments of U(VI)
Kinetic study

Batch sorption experiments of U(VI) on maca
uba
BC (BC350) were undertaken in triplicates. The
effect of contact time on uranium adsorption by
BC350 was evaluated by varying the stirring time
of the solution in contact with the adsorbent. To
that end, 11 independent solutions with an initial
concentration of 5.0 mg L1 of U were prepared
at pH 3 and brought into contact with a dose of
10.0 g L1 of the adsorbent, BC350, being subjected to shaking at 130 rpm and withdrawn at
predetermined time intervals to a total of
300 min. The initial concentration, pH and dose
have been examined and optimized in a previous
study (Guilhen et al., 2017b). The concentration
of U(VI) was determined by ICP OES. Before the
quantitative determination of samples after
adsorption, they were previously filtered using a
SCP Science 0.22 mm filter (SCP Science, Quebec,
Canada). The amount of U(VI) removed by the
BC was expressed as removal percentage and calculated according to equation 1.
% Removal ¼

Ci Cf
Cf



 100

(1)

“Ci” and “Cf” are the initial and final concentration of U(VI), respectively. The amount of
U(VI) adsorption as a function of time “qt” (mg
g1) was calculated by the equation 2.
qt ¼

Ci Cf
m



 V

(2)

“V” is the volume of U(VI) solution and “m”
is the mass of BC in grams (Kratochvil &
Volesky, 1998; Tran et al., 2017).
Linear and non-linear kinetic models

Kinetic adsorption models were used to mathematically describe the adsorption process. Linear
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kinetic adsorption models such as pseudo-first
order (PFO) (Lagergren, 1898), pseudo-second
order (PSO) (Blanchard et al., 1984; Ho &
McKay, 1999), intraparticle diffusion (IPD)
(Weber & Morris, 1963) and Elovich (Elovich &
Zahbrova, 1939; Tran et al., 2017) were evaluated.
Non-linear kinetic models of PFO (Lagergren,
1898; Ho & McKay, 1998) and PSO (Blanchard
et al., 1984; Lima et al., 2015) were also evaluated. Both linear and non-linear kinetics expressions for each adsorption model are shown in
Table 1.
According to linear and non-linear kinetics equations of the Table 1, “t” is the contact time (min), “qt”
is the amount of adsorbate adsorbed at time (mg g1),
“qe” is the equilibrium adsorption capacity (mg g1),
“k1” is the PFO rate constant (min1), “k2” is the PSO
rate constant (g mg1 min1), “kint” is the IPD rate
constant (mg/(g min1/2)), “C” is a constant associated
with the thickness of the boundary layer (mg g1), “a”
(mg g1 min) is a initial rate constant, “b” (mg g1) is
the desorption constant during any one experiment
(Tran et al., 2017).
Results and discussion
Feedstock characterization

The maca
uba endocarp was characterized according to the following parameters: moisture, density,
elemental
analysis,
and
molecular
composition. Additionally, TGA, FTIR/UATR,
and XRD analyses of the maca
uba endocarp
were performed.
Basic properties

Table 2 presents the main characteristics of the
maca
uba endocarp used as feedstock for BC production. The main constituents of plant biomass
are cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Biomasses
with higher lignin content present a higher BC
Table 1. Linear and non-linear kinetics expressions.
Models
PFO

Linear form
log ðqe qt Þ ¼ log qe  k1 t

PSO

1
qt

IPD

kint ¼

ELOVICH

qt ¼

¼

1
k2 q2e
qt
1

þ

t
qe

qt ¼

þ C

t2
1
b ðlnabÞ

Non-linear form

qt ¼ qe : 1 expðk1 tÞ
k2 : q2e t
1þ k2 : qe : t

–
þ

1
b ðlntÞ

–

IPD ¼ intraparticle diffusion; PFO ¼ pseudo-first order; PSO ¼ pseudosecond order.

Table 2. Physical properties, elemental analysis and molecular
composition of the macauba endocarp.
Physical properties
Elemental analysis

Molecular composition

Moisture (%)
Density (g cm-3)

9.95
1.34

C (%)
H (%)
N (%)
S (%)
O (%)
H/C
O/C

50.6
6.4
1.0
0.3
47.4
0.13
0.94

Cellulose (%)
Hemicellulose (%)
Lignin (%)

37.91
17.97
34.66

yield (Oliveira et al., 1982; Sohi et al., 2010;
Zhang et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2013). Among other
biomasses, such as wood fibers (28.1%) (Gwon
et al., 2010), rice husk (27.0%), bamboo (25.8%),
elephant grass (23.2%), Jatropha seed husk
(26.0%), and sugarcane bagasse (24.9%) (Macedo
et al., 2014), maca
uba endocarp shows a higher
lignin content (35%), allowing a higher yield in
the BC production.
Biochar productivity is directly related to the
biomass density. Compared to other biomasses
(Dourado et al., 2017), such as the physic nut
bark (0.124 g cm3), the castor bean shell (0.171 g
cm3) and the peanut bark (0.205 g cm3), the
maca
uba endocarp presented a much higher
density (1.336 g cm3).
Also, the quality of the BC is favored by low
moisture and high carbon contents (Oliveira
et al., 1982). The ideal moisture content for the
pyrolysis process is less than 10%, otherwise, it
may alter the process heat rate and influence
yields (Boateng et al., 2010; Dai et al., 2012). The
moisture content found for the maca
uba BC is
within this requirement.
Hydrogen–carbon (H/C) and oxygen–carbon
(O/C) ratios are used to determine the degree of
unsaturation and the polarity of the surface of
materials, respectively (Shen et al., 2018). The H/C
and O/C ratios of the maca
uba endocarp were similar to those found by (Macedo et al., 2014) for rice
husk and sugarcane bagasse. The carbon content
found for maca
uba endocarp (50.6%) was somewhat higher than that found for other biomasses
(rice husk, eucalyptus, miscanthus, sugarcane
bagasse, bamboo), for which the carbon content
ranged between 39.1 and 50.1% (Oasmaa et al.,
2010; Paula et al., 2011; Rousset et al., 2011; Huang
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et al., 2012). These results demonstrated the potentiality of the maca
uba endocarp as feedstock for
BC production.
Thermogravimetric analysis

The thermogram of maca
uba endocarp can be
visualized in Figure 1 and results of the thermogravimetric decomposition of the maca
uba endocarp are compiled in Table 3.
The thermograms indicate that the mass loss
corresponding to the first stage consists of 6.93%,
while the mass loss corresponding to the subsequent stages consists of 23.21%, 28.31%, and
30.82% (second, third, and fourth stage, respectively). The first mass loss occurs between 31 and
149  C and corresponds to the dehydration process, reaching a maximum rate at 58  C. The subsequent decomposition step occurs between 149
and 297  C and is characterized by the depolymerization of cellulose and hemicellulose (volatile
compounds of rapid decomposition) and partial
decomposition of lignin, reaching a maximum
rate at 268  C (Abdullah et al., 2010; Nasri et al.,
2014). The final pyrolysis stage is characterized
mainly by the decomposition of heavy components such as lignin and other aromatic structures between 297 and 400  C, reaching a
maximum rate at 334  C. The fourth stage, from
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400 to 995  C, corresponds to the elimination of
semivolatile compounds and the degradation of
fixed organic compounds. The remaining 10.73%
corresponds to the residual inorganic mass
(ashes). The pyrolytic decomposition of the maca
uba endocarp, in fact, occurs in the transitions
⍜2 and ⍜3 (Mackay & Roberts, 1982).
FTIR/UATR spectra

The maca
uba endocarp is a lignocellulosic biomass that has a complex chemical structure, consisting mainly of cellulose, hemicellulose, and
lignin. After pyrolysis of the endocarp at 350  C,
the lignocellulosic structure is partially decomposed. The FTIR spectra employing UATR of
samples before and after pyrolysis are shown in
Figure 2.
Analysing the FTIR spectra the 3600–3100 cm1
region is commonly attributed to O–H stretching
in hydroxyl, carboxyl, and water molecules of both
the endocarp and the BC samples (Shen et al.,
uba
2018). The band in 3400 cm1 for the maca
endocarp is characteristic of hydroxyl groups
(–OH) in cellulose, more specifically, the carbon 2,
3, and 6 of the glucose molecule (Barreto et al.,
2010). Other bands at 2940 and 2904 cm1
observed for the endocarp are associated with the
C-H stretch of aliphatic groups and aromatic
hydrocarbons, disappears after the pyrolytic process, suggesting the degradation of the hemicellulose structure (Chen et al., 2012; Uchimiya et al.,
2013). The region between 1770 and 1650 cm1 is

ba endocarp. The
Figure 1. TG and DTG curves of the macau
measures were performed under N2 atmosphere.
Table 3. Thermal decomposition temperatures of the macauba endocarp. The measures were performed under
N2 atmosphere.
Stages
Dehydration (⍜1)
Hemicellulose & Cellulose (⍜2)
Lignin (⍜3)

Temperature ranges ( C)
31.53–149.37
149.37–297.48
297.48–400.00

Tmax ( C)
58.21
268.03
334.22

Figure 2. FTIR/UATR spectra of a) macauba endocarp and b)
biochar-BC350.
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relative to the C ¼ O stretching of carbonyl groups
attributed to lignin and these bands were observed
in the two spectra (Shen et al., 2018).
The bands at 1634, 1600, and 1510 cm1 correspond to the C ¼ C stretching of aromatic rings
and are typical of the aromatic skeleton of lignin.
The band in 1600 cm1 was higher for the BC350
sample than the same band for the maca
uba
endocarp. This phenomenon is consistent with
the pyrolytic process, which promotes the aromatization of the BC surface by the loss of polar
groups (Chen et al., 2012; Uchimiya et al., 2013).
In both spectra, bands were observed in the
region between 1480 and 1420 cm1. These bands
can be attributed to the bending of C–H of aliphatic structures. The presence of phenolic
groups in BC350 is revealed by the adsorption at
the 1370 cm1 band, owing to stretching O–H
vibrations. O–H and C–H bending vibrations
observed at 1325 cm1 in the endocarp spectrum,
disappear after pyrolysis in the BC350 spectrum
(Chen et al., 2012; Uchimiya et al., 2013).
The bands between 1300 and 1000 cm1 are
related to the C–O stretch of esters with unsaturated tertiary, secondary, and primary hydroxyl
groups. These bands merge in the BC350 spectrum (1205 cm1), indicating degradation of
hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin (Duran-Valle,
2012). Stretching vibration of inorganic components (Si and Al) were observed in the following
bands: 1114 and 1036 cm1 related to Si–O–Si
asymmetric stretching and/or Si–O–C; 817 cm1
associated with Si–O symmetric stretching; 770
and 700 cm1 corresponds to the Si–C and
Si–O–Si symmetric stretching, respectively;

565 cm1 related to Si–O–Al stretching (ValadezGonzalez et al., 1999; Sayılkan et al., 2004; Gwon
et al., 2010).
The small band at 900 cm1, in the endocarp
spectrum, is characteristic of b-glycosidic linkages
between the sugar units in amorphous cellulose
(Corici et al., 2016). Bands between 900 and
700 cm1 can be attributed to the vibration of the
C–H bond in aromatic structures (Duran-Valle,
2012). The bands at 660 and 605 cm1 are attributed to the out-of-plane and in-plane deformation of the ring, respectively, these bands
disappear after pyrolysis indicating degradation
of hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin as seen
above (Kowczyk-Sadowy et al., 2015).
Crystalline structure

The diffraction pattern corresponding to the
endocarp show in Figure 3 exhibits a predominantly amorphous characteristic, with two typical
peaks of an amorphous halo (2h at 15 and
22.5 ). Usually, XRD patterns characterized by an
intense amorphous halo with maximum values
between 20 and 23 and minimum values
between 13 and 17 indicate the presence of cellulose and lignin, respectively. The BC (BC350)
presents a smooth band at 2h ¼ 22.5 , evidencing
a partial degradation of the endocarp (Vassilev
et al., 2013).
SEM, EDS, EBSD, and WDXRF studies

SEM images of the BC350 sample are presented
in Figure 4 and in Figure S1. The pores can be
better visualized in the enlarged images (Figure 4

Figure 3. Diffractograms of a) macauba endocarp and b) biochar-BC350.
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1371

Figure 4. SEM images of biochar-BC350 with four different magnifications, a) 305x, b) 600x, c) 1771x and d) 5426x.

a–d). In spite the high heterogeneity of the
BC350’s surface, it is possible to observe a permeable structure given by channels formed by the
transport of water vapor and volatile compounds
to the surface (Bandosz, 2006).
The EBSD technique was used to detect the
presence of elements or impurities on the BC350
surface. One region (“1”) and 3 points (“2,” “3,”
and “4”) were selected on the surface of BC350 as
shown in Figure S2. The EBSD image is generated
by the emission of backscattered electrons and
shows the compositional differences on the material’s surface. The energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) technique allowed quantitative determination of the selected areas. Figure S3 represents
the regions marked as “1” on the BC350 EBSD
image. A predominance of carbon is observed and
no significant element or impurity was detected in
this region. Therefore, this region’s image
describes mainly the BC. Platinum was used to
cover the sample and, therefore, it was also
detected. Oxygen, and sodium were also observed
in a lesser extent compared to carbon. Figure S4

and S5 respectively represent points “2” and “3” of
Figure S2. For both, characteristic Si K-band emissions were observed, in agreement with the X-Ray
fluorescence results, which are presented below.
Figure S6 represents point “4” indicated in
Figure S2. Both platinum and aluminum were
observed. Aluminum is present probably as an
impurity, considering the operational steps for
the BC350 production. Aluminum was also
observed in FTIR analysis of BC. Elemental mapping by EDS allows highlighting the elements
using false color. In Figure S7, it is possible to
visualize the distribution of Si on the surface of
BC350, corroborating with the FTIR analysis.
Table 4 presents the inorganic chemical composition of the BC350 obtained by semi-quantitative analysis using WDXRF. The results showed
that the major components in the BC350 are, in
order of magnitude, Si, K, and Na, making up
for 78% of the inorganic chemical composition
(Figure S8). S, Cl, and Ca content respond for
14% of the total ash composition, whereas
the other elements (Mg, Al, P, Cr, Fe, and
Zn) respond for the remaining 8% of the total
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Table 4. Inorganic
char-BC350.

chemical

composition

of

the

bio-

BC350

Content (%)

Na2O
MgO
Al2O3
SiO2
P2O5
SO3
Cl
K2O
CaO
TiO2
Cr2O3
MnO
Fe2O3
NiO
CuO
ZnO
SrO

18.2
1.62
2.02
38.9
1.62
4.05
6.88
20.6
3.24
ND
0.40
ND
1.62
<0.01
<0.01
0.81
ND

Figure 5. Effect of contact time on U(VI) adsorption by biochar-BC350.

ND ¼ not detected.

composition. Ni and Cu couldn’t be quantified
and Ti, Mn, and Sr weren’t detected.
According to studies reported in the literature,
silica is predominantly found in the ashes of
some biochars, such as those obtained from corn
straw and switchgrass, while alkali metals are
mostly found in biochars obtained from hardwood, which is the case of the maca
uba BC
(Boateng, 2007; Brewer et al., 2009).
Sorption of U(VI)
Kinetic study

Adsorption kinetics study can provide information such as the rate of adsorption, which is indicative of the adsorbent’s efficiency, and the
equilibrium adsorption capacity of the adsorbent.
The study of adsorption kinetics is important to
design industrial reactors and operation of
adsorption systems (Hong et al., 2018). The
adsorption velocity generally depends on the
physicochemical characteristics of adsorbent and
adsorbate (Rovani et al., 2018). The effect of contact time on the removal of U(VI) by BC350 is
shown in Figure 5. The adsorption rate varies
with the effective concentration of available sites
of adsorbent. It is noted that although most of
the uranyl ions had already been removed after
75 min, a minimum of 180 min of contact is
required to reach the adsorption equilibrium, at
which the equilibrium adsorption capacity for
U(VI) was 400 mg g1, with an 80% removal efficiency. Subjecting the U(VI)/BC350 system to

longer periods of contact won’t entail no further
improvements in adsorption.
Four linear kinetics models were used to evaluate the adsorption kinetics of U(VI) by BC350.
The corresponding linear kinetic plots are shown
in Figure 6.
A comparison between the calculated (linear
kinetics plot) and measured (black dots) results
for the U(VI)/BC350 system is shown in
Figure 7.
The linear kinetic parameters of each model
were derived from their respective linear kinetic
plot and are presented in Table 5.
According to Table 5, the PSO model presents
a better fit. This is predictable, given that the
PSO equation is mathematically more linearizable. Nevertheless, although the adjusted coefficient of determination value (R2adj) for the PSO
model (0.999) is closer to 1.0 compared to the
R2adj value obtained for the PFO model (0.998),
this difference is not statistically significant.
The values of the calculated qe (qe calc.) for
both PFO and PSO are close to the experimentally observed value (qe exp.). Even though the qe
calc. value for the PFO is closest to the qe exp.
value, the lack of agreement with the coefficient
of determination does not allow the assignment
of the best fit of the experimental data to the
PFO model. Therefore, using linear models to
describe the adsorption kinetics of U(VI) by
BC350 is inconclusive.
The experimental data for the IPD model are
arranged in two intersecting lines, indicating different stages in adsorption. In this case, both
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Figure 6. Linear kinetic plots, a) PFO, b) PSO, c) IPD, and d) Elovich, for adsorption of U(VI) by biochar-BC350.

Figure 7. Linear kinetics plot for adsorption of U(VI) by biochar-BC350.

surface adsorption and IPD may contribute to
the adsorption process (Zou et al., 2011). The
Elovich model is usually suitable for systems in
which the adsorbent presents a highly heterogeneous surface. However, the lack of adjustment

of both IPD and Elovich models can be attributed to the lower values of “R2adj.”
Non-linear kinetics models were also applied
for experimental adjustment. Figure 8 shows the
non-linear kinetic plot. The PFO and PSO nonlinear regression models were employed.
The parameters of non-linear kinetic models
are presented in Table 6.
The values of qe calculated for the PFO and
PSO were very different from each other and the
PFO is closer to the experimentally observed
value (qe exp). In addition, the R2adj value of the
PFO (0.994) shows a better adjustment of this
model than the PSO one (0.991). The non-linear
method allowed eliminating the discrepancies
between the predictions and the experimental
data of the linear method (Chowdhury & Saha,
2011). It is preferable to use the non-linear
method to efficiently and effectively represent a
kinetic model (Kumar, 2006).
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Table 5. Linear kinetic parameters values for U(VI) onto biochar-BC350.
PFO
k1 (min1)
32.7 x 103

–
–

qe calc (mg g1)
411

qe exp (mg g1)
400

R2adj
0.998

h (mg g1 min1)
25.4

qe calc (mg g1)
439

qe exp (mg g1)
400

R2adj
0.999

kp (mg/(g min1/2))
3.35

–
–

R2adj 1st stage
0.995

R2adj 2nd stage
0.728

b (g mg1)
11.6 x 103

–
–

–
–

R2adj
0.973

PSO
k2 (g mg min1)
1.3 x 104
IPD
C (mg g1)
20.1
Elovich
a (mg g1 min1)
147

Conclusion

Figure 8. Non-linear kinetic plot for adsorption of U(VI) by
biochar-BC350.

This way, the best fit of the experimental data
can be attributed to the non-linear PFO model.
This model assumes that adsorption is a chemical
pseudo-reaction and the rate of the adsorption can
be determined by the first-order reaction rate equation (Yang & Al-Duri, 2005). In other words, the
PFO kinetics indicates that the adsorption is ratedeterminant in the process (Ahmad et al., 2005).
Although the kinetics provides a greater understanding of the adsorption process, the mechanisms should be fully investigated using several
different techniques (e.g. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy “XPS” and thermogravimetric analysis/derivative thermogravimetry “TGA/DTA”),
(Tran et al., 2017).

The maca
uba endocarp exhibited promising characteristics as a potential feedstock for BC production. FTIR and XRD analysis demonstrated the
degradation of the lignocellulosic structure after
pyrolysis. The SEM image of the BC showed
pores and high superficial heterogeneity. The predominance of carbon in the BC350 was observed
in EBSD analysis. In the FTIR, EDX, EBSD, and
FRX analyses were observed the Si and Al elements, while that the K and Na were observed
only in the FRX analyses. The effect of contact
time on the U(VI) adsorption by the BC350 was
evaluated and the adsorption reached equilibrium
within 180 min. According to the kinetic study,
the best fit for the experimental data was
achieved when the PFO non-linear model was
applied. This study also signals to the potentiality
of BC350 to be used as an adsorbent for U(VI)
removal from aqueous solutions, since it’s not
only possible to achieve a high removal efficiency
(80%), as the equilibrium can be reached in a
shorter period (180 min instead of 24 h), allowing
an optimization of the operational steps.
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